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Rationale
• Students are at the center of Higher Education (HE). Students are
the reason HE exists in the first place !!!
• All HE institutions worldwide acknowledge this fact and try to
continuously keep an eye on HE responsiveness to student needs
by doing two simple things:
1. Have a Governance Board, which is independent from day-to-day University
operation and management. The Board comes under different names, such as
Board of Trustees (mainly in the USA), Management Council (Europe), etc.
2. Have a procedure that captures student perception and opinion about
educational and research services offered by the HE institution. In addition,
many Universities hold a formal position of “Student’s advocate” to whom
students can turn for complaints.

• The two, Board and Procedure to capture Student Perception and
opinion (along with the Advocate) prescribe a top down and bottom
up approach, which is used to ascertain that resources are used to
the best interest of society and students.

Experience in Greece
• Procedure for assessment started formally in 2006; however,
implementation was (and still remains slow). It was strongly opposed
by Student Unions and a minority of University Professors.
• Existence of a Board started in 2011 and it is still in infant stage. The
Board is part of the New Legislation that was approved with a record
majority by the Greek Parliament in August 2011.
• Part of the same legislation is the existence of the student’s
Advocate.
• However, implementation was slow and was opposed by Student
Unions and Professor groups (the official Federation of Professors
supported the New Legislation).

Why did stakeholders object?
• Reasons vary:
1. Students indicated that they should lead assessment. This is correct! However,
they were unable to produce a model for assessment.
2. Professors (the minority group) claimed that assessment will be eventually
linked with HE funding by the State and when eventually coupled with the public
financial difficulties it would deteriorate gloom financial situation of HE
institutions in Greece. They claimed that assessment would be followed by
closing of University departments (even entire Universities) and lead colleagues
to unemployment.

• In essence everybody accepted that assessment is necessary;
however, they invented several excuses to block assessment! This
is typical of Greek mentality! You agree and disagree at the same
time by placing a very specific issue as part of a larger (and
impossible to achieve) picture. And, because the larger picture is
difficult to get to, you decline the specific (and often small in scale)
change by declaring that “when we are able to achieve the grand
plan we can also have the small thing attached to it”!!!

Fortunately …
• Groups opposing innovation have not been able to
convince and Board, assessment procedures and
Advocate are taking their place in HE.
• The Technical University of Crete (TUC) has an
established protocol to capture student assessment
about teaching services. The protocol has been in use
since the Academic Year 2007 – 08.
• The Protocol has helped a lot in shaping courses and
laboratory services and has gained acceptance by the
student community.
• It is a brief protocol, includes 47 questions that are
scaled and space for free text comments.

Overview (of course it is in Greek !!!)

The parts (1): Guidelines and demographics

Type of course: obligatory,
general elective or
specialized elective.
Semester of
study.

Importance. Guidelines.
Emphasizes that Instructor
will learn results after
course is completed and
grades submitted and
finalized.

The parts (2): Prior perception and experience







Prior impression about the course: Positive – Negative.
Attendance to class lectures: All classes to very very few. (Rated Scale)
Hours devoted to study per week. (Rated scale)
Is this the first registration to the specific course: Yes – No.
If not the first registration how many hours of study were devoted to it last
time during the examination period. (Rated scale)

The parts (3): Course quality characteristics.

 14 questions. All scale rated from a strong positive to a strong negative
qualitative assessment. Capture assessment about Labs, course content
and course material organization, course difficulty, text book, course
perceived usefulness, and grading of home works.
 Last item captures overall impression about the course.

The parts (4): Focus on home assignments

 4 questions. All scale rated from a strong positive to a strong negative
qualitative assessment. Capture assessment procedures related to home
assignments:
 Were they useful?
 Was guidance and supervision sufficient?
 Were topics interesting?
 Was time schedule sufficient?
 Last item captures overall impression about home assignments.

The parts (5): Focus on the Instructor

 9 questions. All scale rated from a strong positive to a strong negative
qualitative assessment. Capture assessment about the Instructor:
 Was he/she well organized and prepared?
 Was he/she communicative in class? Available outside of class?
 Was he/she motivating students? Did he/she encourage dialogue
inside class?
 Did he/she use a satisfactory pace in delivering lectures?
 Last item captures overall impression about the Instructor.

The parts (6): Focus on the Resources

 7 questions. All scale rated from a strong positive to a strong negative
qualitative assessment. Capture assessment about the Resources,
supporting course delivery:
 Quality of lab resources
 Quality of other supportive resources (such supplementary
material)
 Quality of supportive teaching / technical staff
 Last item captures overall impression about the Resources.

In summary
• The specific protocol is based on existing and long-time running
assessment protocols.
• Students are asked to complete during the last of week of classes.
• Two students are appointed to administer the process and the
Instructor leaves the classroom. Results are placed in an envelope,
sealed and signed by the two students and then delivered to the
Department Secretary. Envelopes remain sealed until all grades are
formalized. In the future it would be great to have the Student Union
in charge of the process.
• Results are analyzed (simple statistics) and then forwarded to the
Instructors. In the future it would be great to have results posted on
the University website.
• Results are used by the Department to monitor course delivery and
course perception.

However…
• Don’t think that the procedure is running smooth!
• There exist students and professors who oppose the process.
• Students are skeptical. They still believe that the process has a
strong bureaucratic rather than a practical flavor.
• University administration does not motivate (or promote)
assessment.
• The external environment is not the best it could be. Students are
confronted with financial difficulties and develop a negative feeling
about their studies.
• Against all the above mentioned difficulties one recipe exists!
• Keep walking! Improve and convince students that useful
knowledge can be retrieved. Knowledge, which will otherwise
remain hidden!

They say that …
 Effectiveness is achieved when three factors are taken into
consideration:
(Knowledge) x (Willingness) x (Ability)

• We have students who possess knowledge (they are ranking at
least on the top 25% to admitted in the first place)
• We must make them to fall in love (!!!) with assessment
• We may have to consider alternative ways of capturing assessment.
Questionnaires (such as the one just presented) are a bit static.
Perhaps assessment should be linked with the day-to-day HE
operation and student interface.

When you set out on your journey to Ithaca,
pray that the road is long,
full of adventure, full of knowledge.

.............
Ιthaca has given you the beautiful voyage.
Without her you would have never set out on the road.
She has nothing more to give you.

And if you find her poor, Ithaca has not deceived you.
Wise as you have become, with so much experience,
you must already have understood what Ithacas mean.

Ithaca

C. P. Kavafy (1863 –
1933)

Assessment is a never ending process !!!!!!!
Never mind because the cause is great !!!!!

Thank you 

